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Rev. Billy Don English

Below is a picture of a slate that Spirit produced during the
1890’s through the mediumship of C.E. Winas and A. Norman
at Marshaltown, Iowa. This slate is one of the many exhibits at
Hett Art Gallery and Museum at Camp Chesterfield,
Chesterfield, Indiana.

This is the title page of a book
that belonged to Bill English.
Compare his actual signature to
the one he put on the cards, after
his death

12/8/05 11:55 AM
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It is impossible not to recognize that this is picture of Judas kissing Jesus. The card is signed by
my maternal grandparents: Joseph and Sylvia Teper, Black Hawk, one of my guides, and Ben
Schwartz, one of my father’s brothers. The face in the upper left-hand corner of the picture is the
face of the artist who drew this picture.
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This is a picture that
Rev. Carl Hewitt
received
at
a
precipitated
card
séance with Rev.
Hoyt Robinette as
the
medium,
on
August 16, 1999. The
eagle soaring in the
clouds
represents
Lone Eagle, Carl’s
Spirit control. The
wolf represents Lone
Wolf, another Native
American who has
been protecting Carl
all of his life. The face
is of the artist who
drew the picture.
Rev.
Bingham,
Rabbi Baer and Billy
Don English were all
mediums that Carl
knew when they
were alive.
This is a picture of
Awan,
as
he
appeared during his
last incarnation. The
glowing blue light
around his body is
the blue corona, the
outer most part of the
aura. I received this
picture
at
a
precipitated
card
séance with Rev.
Hoyt Robinette as
the
medium,
on
August 23, 2000.
Awan signed this
card. Chief Black
Hawk is one of my
Native
American
guides, who I first
met in my 1985 visit
to
Camp
Chesterfield.
Ben
Schwartz was one of
my father’s brothers.
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Above right is Carl’s second card
of Jesus, who is pointing to a
mountain. The top left is Carl’s
card of Awan, whose golden
wings represent golden divine
protection. The middle left is my
card of Awan. The lower left is a
picture of Chief Lone Eagle,
Carl’s Spirit Control. To the right
of it is my Native American guide,
Chief Black Hawk. In 1985, Black
Hawk told me, through the
trumpet, that someday a picture
of him would be in a book I would
write. This confused me, because
at the time, I had not yet
witnessed the gift of Precipitated
Art.
Jesus—August 2000
Chief Lone Eagle –August 2000
Chief Black Hawk—May 2001
Both Awan cards—May 2002
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Bridge in Lisbon, Portugal

William Nicas

Edna Nicas
In August 2000, Pam Jane
Rhoden received this card
at one of Hoyt’s seances.
She did not recognize the
portraits
of
her
grandparents. A month
after she received this
card, Pam’s mother died.
She
inherited
her
grandmother’s pendant.

Pam Jane
Rhoden
wearing her
grandmother’s
pendant,
identical to
the one her
grandmother
wore on her
portrait.
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Precipitated Pictures from Spirit

